
Information about insurance
for incoming students

UIC Barcelona considers indispensable for incoming students to own an insurance policy
specifically intended for international mobility and recommends students to take out one of the
travel assistance insurance offered by the company OnCampus.

It is very important to have a very good insurance coverage when traveling and living
abroad.

Exchange students will have to purchase an insurance for the whole duration of their stay in Spain
(1-2 semesters), whatever their nationality, which covers at least the following:

● Accidents
● Travel assistance
● Medical assistance
● Civil liability

From UIC Barcelona, we recommend taking the insurance from the company OnCampus, which
covers the minimum requirements (see before), among other coverages.

1. OnCampus Estudia

Is a single policy covering all your protection needs during your studies in activities
related to the University. Ideal to cover temporary stays for international mobility students
who do not need a student visa. It is ideal as well either for communitary mobilities and
extracommunitary, given the wide warranties and coverage limits.

2. OnCampus Healthcare

This product is specifically for those students that need full medical coverage in order
to get a student visa, as this policy covers all the OnCampus Estudia coverages indicated
above plus a full medical coverage.

Medical assistance coverage has specific requirements for students with nationality outside
the EU to obtain a student visa. OnCampus Healthcare is nowadays the most complete
medical insurance policy in the market, as in one policy you have both, a private medical
insurance and a travel assistance one.

IMPORTANT: We remind you that even if you don’t get the OnCampus insurance, you will have to
provide us with information about your insurance coverage by filling in the required “Insurance
contract declaration” document.



IMPORTANT: We do not consider only medical insurance to be sufficient, but it must be
accompanied by other insurance(s) with the coverages mentioned above.

If you need any further assistance regarding visa or insurance, you can contact Ida
Quintian (iquintian.extern@uic.es). She is a foreign affair lawyer, who collaborates with UIC
Barcelona.

Please note that for email questions and doubts is for free, but if you need further
assistance with her services, it is with a fee.

IMPORTANT: If you contact Ida Quintián throughout the application process, please let her
know that you are an exchange student, not a regular student. The insurance needs and
information will be different.

Contract OnCampus here

mailto:iquintian.extern@uic.es
https://oncampus.es/en/

